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Oncological diseases in St. Petersburg, Russia
Eugeny P. Kolpak*, Inna S. Frantsuzova, Elizaveta O. Evmenova
ABSTRACT
Aim: The article provides the analysis of statistical data on oncological diseases in St. Petersburg. Methods: The main
attention was paid to the statistical analysis of tumor diseases and the methods of their diagnosis and treatment. Results: The
main specializations have been identified, and the number of their patients is constantly increasing. The rate of patient number
growth, the age structure of morbidity and mortality are estimated, and the most widespread diseases for men and women
are revealed. Conclusion: The assessment of bed capacity at various medical institutions of the city is provided. A multilevel
system of cancer patient accounting and care is described.
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INTRODUCTION
In Russia, oncological diseases appeared in the
statistical reports of the medical department only at the
end of the 19th century. At that time, the most difficult
task was to reduce one of the highest infant mortality
rates as compared to the most European countries.
Nevertheless, the danger of cancer in the country was
realized. Moreover, on March 31, 1914, the First AllRussian Congress on the fight against cancer took
place in Petrograd. The main attention was paid to the
statistical analysis of tumor diseases and the methods
of their diagnosis and treatment. The next step was
taken after the end of the civil war. In October 1925,
on the initiative and an active participation by N. N.
Petrov on the basis of I.I. Mechnikov’s hospital in
Leningrad, they established the oncology department,
which became an independent scientific and practical
oncological institute in 1927. Moreover, nowadays, it
is the member of the international anticancer union.
The oncological service of the USSR was created in
1945 by the Resolution of the Council of People’s
Commissars “On the Measures for Oncological Aid
Improvement to the Population.” The resolution
provided for the creation of a network of oncologic
dispensaries whose tasks were to record and treat
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patients with malignant neoplasms (100 dispensaries
were established in Russian Federation [RF] by
2015). The computer technology for information
collection and processing developed in the second
half of the 20th century allowed the development
and implementation of the system to monitor and
control RF population health. In 1996, they developed
general regulations on the cancer register at the
territorial level, and then, they developed the register
management system at the federal level. The analysis
of systematized information allows us to outline
the measures aimed at a better solution of material
support tasks for the oncological service, training, the
level of diagnostics increase, and the conduct of postrehabilitation period.
Quantitative data on morbidity and mortality in
St. Petersburg due to cancer are published by the
Moscow Cancer Research Institute named after P.A.
Herzen at Federal Agency for High-Tech Medical
Care[1-3] and the Federal State Statistics Service.[4,5] The
data of these organizations differ by 3–4%, depending
on the disease location. In St. Petersburg, the analysis
and the processing of information on oncological
diseases are carried out in the medical information
and analytical center of St. Petersburg. The morbidity
structure of the population is monitored in the center
taking into account gender characteristics. The
following analysis of statistical data was carried out
per 100,000 inhabitants.
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MORTALITY IN RF
About 2,000,000 people die in RF each year. The
diseases of blood circulation system take the first
place in mortality structure (53.2% of deaths). Since
2008, neoplasms occupy the second place (15.4%)
and the third place is occupied by external causes
(12.2%). As follows from the data analysis of the
Federal Statistics Service,[4,5] the mortality rate from
all causes of diseases and circulatory system diseases
decreased by 30% from 2003 to 2016. The mortality
from cancer was only stabilized.
In contrast to RF as a whole, there is an annual decline
concerning the number of deaths from neoplasms in
St. Petersburg, starting from 2010. In 2000, the death
rate in the city reached its highest value and made
281 people per 100,000. The rate was 1.3 times more
than in 1990. By 2013, it decreased to 250 people per
year (the rate decreased by 12%). Similar results for
the overall incidence of oncological diseases among
Russian population are given in the study of Davydov
and Aksel, Jakab et al., Kolpak et al., and Lewison and
Markusova[6-9] and for individual specializations in a
study of Aksel et al., Ignatyeva et al., Kolpak et al.,
Kolpak et al. and Pushkar et al.[10-14]

DYNAMICS OF ONCOLOGICAL
DISEASES IN ST. PETERSBURG
The dynamics of cancer patient number change from
1970 to 2013 in Russia and St. Petersburg, based on
the number of patients per 100,000 inhabitants, is
shown in Figure 1. The statistical data are marked
with *; solid lines correspond to exponential
dependencies. Data “1” correspond to the RF and data
“2” St. Petersburg. The values of the data for 1970 are
taken as equal to one. As follows from the analysis
of statistical data, the increase of patient number in
RF and St. Petersburg is subjected to exponential
dependence with the value of 0.027 for Russia (the
increase in the number of patients makes 2.7% per
year) and with the figure of 0.020 for St. Petersburg
(the increase of 2% per year). However, the number
of patients per 100,000 inhabitants in St. Petersburg is
10% more than in RF during 2013.
The mortality rate of patients of both the sexes based
on the number of cases per 100,000 inhabitants of the
relevant age group in 2016 in relation to the mortality
of 1993 is shown in Figure 2. As follows from
these data, mortality during the period under review
increased by 20% in all age groups up to 39 years old
and in the age groups from 59 years old and older.
In 2016, within the incidence of malignant neoplasms
among the population of both the sexes, 50% of the total
morbidity accounted for the following localizations:
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Figure 1: The dynamics of patient number in Russia and St.
Petersburg from 1970 to 2013: 1 - Russia, 2 - St. Petersburg

Figure 2: The mortality of patients by age cohorts: The ratio
of the dead in 2016 to the dead in 1993

Mammary gland, colon, trachea, bronchi and lungs,
skin except for melanoma, stomach, and lymphatic
and hematopoietic tissues. Table 1 presents the data
on diseases of individual organs with the maximum
proportions (%) of all diseases in the aggregate
constituting 80% of all diseases. Table 2 presents the
data on deaths by the localization of diseases, taking
into account gender characteristics (% of the total
deaths in the group).
Table 3 presents the data on the increase (in percentage
with plus sign) and the decrease (in percentage with
minus sign) of sick men and women in St. Petersburg
and RF from 2007 to 2016 for trachea, mammary and
prostate gland, skin, and stomach diseases. As follows
from these data, the total number of cancer patients for
all nosologies in St. Petersburg increases more slowly
than in Russia. Similar changes occur for the diseases
of the prostate and mammary glands, as well as skin
among men. The number of tracheal diseases among
the male contingent in St. Petersburg decreases faster
than in RF. Despite some differences in the quantitative
characteristics of individual diseases, the total number
of patients increases both in St. Petersburg and RF
[Figure 1]. Most of the morbidity characteristics of St.
Petersburg residents in terms of 100,000 inhabitants
are close to the corresponding characteristics for other
regions of Russia,[15-17] as well as for the neighboring
countries of Belarus and Ukraine.[18]
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MAN DISEASES

WOMAN DISEASES

The rate of individual neoplasm incidence increase
among men may be both more and less than the overall
dynamics of the considered population incidence in
St. Petersburg [Figure 1]. Since 2001, there has been
a steady increase in the number of prostate gland
diseases by the exponential dependence y = Aexp(µt)
with µ = 0.1 (with the growth rate of about 10% per
year). According to the localization of trachea, bronchi,
and lungs, there is the tendency of linear dependence
incidence reduction at the rate of 0.021 patients per
year for 100,000 inhabitants.

Figure 3 demonstrates the dynamics of the overall
incidence of women in St. Petersburg and the
dynamics of cervix and mammary gland cancer (the
values of the indicators for 1980 were taken to be
equal to one). The dependence 1 corresponds to the
mammary gland, the dependence 2 to all oncological
diseases, and the dependence 3 to the diseases of the
female genital organs. The total number of tumor
cases among women increases in a linear relationship
with an average growth rate of 0.081/year. Since 1990,
the incidence of cervical neoplasia has increased
1.2 times by 2010 and then stabilized with the value
of about 16 cases a year per 100,000 women of St.
Petersburg. Since 2005, the number of patients with
the breast pathology among the female population of
St. Petersburg is ranged from 82.5 and 90.6 women
per 100,000 of female population.

Table 4 presents the data on the incidence of
malignant tumors among men with the largest shares
in the overall structure of the diseases (per 100,000
of male population). A greatest number of diseases
are the diseases of trachea, bronchi, and lungs with
a specific weight of 15.8% from the total incidence.
The neoplasia of the prostate gland and stomach are
located below (13.1% and 9.5%, respectively).
Table 1: The structure of malignant neoplasm
incidence in St. Petersburg during 2016
MNP localization
Breast
Colon
Trachea, bronchi, lungs
Other skin neoplasms
Stomach
Lymphatic and hematopoietic tissue
Rectum
Prostate
Uterus body
Pancreas
Kidney
Ovaries
Bladder
Total: % of all diseases

Share from the
total number of
diseases (%)
11.7
9.0
8.9
7.6
7.4
5.8
5.5
5.4
4.2
4.1
3.9
3.0
2.8
80

MNP: Magnetic nanoparticle

Table 5 presents the data on the incidence of malignant
tumors among women with the largest shares in the
overall structure of diseases (per 100,000 of female
population). The greatest number of diseases is
represented by breast cancer with the specific weight
of 20% from the total incidence. Colon neoplasia
and skin diseases (9.8% and 8.5%, respectively) are
located below. Over the past 30 years, the number
of cases of tumor diseases per 100,000 women has
significantly increased in the following locations: The
thyroid gland (2.9 times), skin melanoma (2.2 times),
and other skin neoplasms (2.6 times). Breast disease is
the most dangerous for women.[19-21]

AGE STRUCTURE OF DISEASES
The distribution of patients by age as the dependence
of the proportion of patients of the corresponding age
on the total number of patients in 2016 is shown in
Figure 4. The symbols * and o mark statistical data.
The age structure of sick men corresponds to the

Table 2: Lethal outcomes by disease localization, taking into account gender characteristics (% of total deaths in the group)
Localization, men
Trachea, bronchi, lungs
Stomach
Colon
Prostate
Pancreas

Fatal outcome (%)
21.4
11.6
8.5
7.7
7.2

Localization, women
Breast
Colon
Pancreas
Trachea, bronchi, lungs
Ovaries

Fatal outcome (%)
16.9
11.3
6.9
6.5
5.6

Table 3: Patient number percentage change in St. Petersburg and Russia from 2007 to 2016
Men
All neoplasms
Trachea
Prostate
Skin
Stomach
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СПб (%)
3
−12
34
15
−8

РФ (%)
17
−11
154
30
−19

Women
All neoplasms
Trachea
Breast
Skin
Stomach

СПб (%)
8
11
3
16
−10

РФ (%)
26
9
36
35
−18
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Table 4: The distribution of highest rate diseases
among men (per 100,000 of population)
MNP localization
Trachea, bronchi, lungs
Prostate
Stomach
Colon
Other skin neoplasms
Lymphatic and hematopoietic
tissue
Rectum

The share from the total
number of diseases (%)
among men
15.8
13.1
9.5
8.0
6.5
6.2
6.0

MNP: Magnetic nanoparticle

dependence 1 and sick women - the dependence 2.
As follows from Figure 4, the maximum number of
neoplasms is in the age groups from 60 to 65 years for
both men and women. The number of diseases among
the women from 25 to 45 years is slightly more than in
the same age group of men. In the age group from 60
to 70 years, the number of diseases is greater among
men than among women.
Figure 5 shows the age distribution of prostate diseases
among men and breast diseases among women. As
follows from Figure 5, the women at the age 25 and
over have the risk for breast diseases. At the same
time, prostate diseases among men begin to progress
in the age group over 50 years. At the same time,
the total number of breast diseases among women
is 2 times more than the number of prostate diseases
among men. These diseases are quite common in most
countries.[21]

ORGANIZATION OF
ONCOLOGICAL AID TO ST.
PETERSBURG POPULATION
Figure 3: The dynamics of the overall incidence among the
women of St. Petersburg and the dynamics of cervix and
breast cancer: 1 - Mammary gland, 2 - overall incidence,
3 - cervix

On the basis of the order of RF Ministry of Health
and Social Development (December 3, 2009) N 944n
“On the approval of the procedure for medical care
provision to oncological patients,” the Government of
St. Petersburg issued the Order (June 6, 2013) N 223p “on patient routing for the suspicion or detection
of cancer in the framework of primary health care
and primary specialized medical care provision.”
According to the order, a patient routing scheme has
been developed for suspected malignant neoplasms.

Figure 4: The age structure of morbidity in 2016: 1 - The
proportion of men in the appropriate age among all sick
men, 2 - the proportion of women in the corresponding age
among all sick women.

Three-level system of care was developed in St.
Petersburg:
• Level 1 - The provision of primary health care for
population, including primary special health care;
• Level 2 - Interdistrict level for the provision of
specialized medical care, mainly in emergency
form;
• Level 3 - Urban (regional) level for the provision of
specialized medical care, including high-tech one.

Figure 5: The age structure of men with prostate diseases
and women with breast diseases in 2016: 1 - Men, 2 - women

This procedure ensures the provision of timely
and high-quality medical care to the patients with
oncological diseases. If a patient is suspected of a
tumor disease, the attending physician will refer the
patient to the oncologist of Level 1 facility. If there are
the results of the clinical analysis of blood, the general
analysis of urine, the radiographs of the chest organs
in 2 projections will be within 1 working day, in the
absence of the listed tests will be within 2 working days.
In the case of a patient’s visit to a colon-proctologist, if
the colon cancer is suspected, it ensures that the patient
is sent to St. Petersburg State Budgetary Healthcare
Institution “City Hospital No. 9.” The oncologist
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Table 5: The distribution of diseases among women with the highest rates (per 100,000 of female population)
MNP localization
Breast
Colon
Other skin neoplasms
Uterus body
Stomach
Lymphatic and hematopoietic tissue
Rectum
Ovaries

The share from the total number of diseases (%) among women
20.0
9.8
8.5
7.3
6.1
5.6
5.3
5.2

MNP: Magnetic nanoparticle

ensures that patients are received at the direction of
the attending physician within 3 working days from
the date of the referral issuance. The oncologist of the
1st level institution provides the referral to the 2nd level
institution to confirm or exclude the tumor diagnosis
within the 1st working day. The institutions of the
2nd level provide the reception of patients according to
the oncologist referral within 5 working days from the
date of the referral issuance. Besides, the institutions
of the 2nd level provide the clinical and the diagnostic
examination with the establishment of a clinical
diagnosis within 14 working days. When the diagnosis
of a malignant neoplasm is confirmed, a medical
commission consisting of an oncologist, a radiologist,
and a chemotherapist is organized for the patient,
followed by the determination of treatment tactics and
the referral to a specialized treatment. In case of the
oncological diagnosis refutation, the patient is sent to
the attending physician for further observation.
At each stage of the patient routing scheme with the
suspicion of a malignant neoplasm, a routing map is
filled using the automated accounting system “The
city registry of patient’s routing maps with suspected
malignant neoplasms.” This allows you to keep a
careful record of persons with suspected malignant
neoplasms as well as to monitor the implementation
of the deadlines established by the Ordinance N 223p (June 6, 2013). The automated accounting system
for routing maps in 2016 was implemented only
in St. Petersburg.
The structure of the city oncological service includes
the federal institutions (42% of all institutions) and
city institutions (51%), as well as commercial clinics
(7%). The outpatient unit consists of 45 medical
institutions, where primary health care and dispensary
observation are carried out. 80% of bed capacity of the
oncological service accounts for specialized hospitals:
The city clinical oncology dispensary - 41%, the
St. Petersburg Clinical Scientific and Practical
Center for Specialized Types of Medical Care
(Oncology) - 27%, the Scientific Research Institute
of Oncology named after N.N. Petrov - 20%, and the
Russian scientific center for radiology and surgical
technology - 12%. The proportion of hospitals for
adults in the bed fund of oncological profile makes
514

Table 6: Hospital bed capacity in 2016
Beds for localized diseases
Oncological for adults
Oncological
Head tumors
The tumors of bones and soft
tissues
Palliative
Thoracic
Oncourological

The loading during the
year (%)
101
99
71
63
92
140
94

34% and the hospitals for children - 1%. In the bed
fund for urban subordination, 55% of beds are made
up of oncological beds for adults, 20% are occupied
by gynecological and urological beds, and 25% of
beds are reserved for other specializations.
According to the distribution of bed loading at the
hospitals of the oncological aid system, the standard
of 100% is exceeded only by oncological beds within
the thoracic profile - 140%. Along with this, an
incomplete loading of beds is determined according
to the following profiles: Bone cancer, skin and soft
tissue cancer, head and neck cancer, and oncologic
abdominal. The bed occupancy by specialization in
2017 is reflected in Table 6.
There are 3.8 doctors per 100,000 population of
St. Petersburg in the institutions providing specialized
inpatient care and 2.8 doctors per 100,000 inhabitants
in outpatient clinics. 42% of all oncologists work in
outpatient clinics and 58% in specialized inpatient
clinics. At the same time, about 15% of staff remain
unoccupied for oncologists. This is probably due
to the insufficient material security of specialists or
the insufficient number of graduates from medical
schools.[22] It is necessary to develop the programs for
the rational training of specialists in these areas, and
the distribution of material resources is necessary.[23,24]
In 2017, 21,506 patients were registered by the
St. Petersburg Cancer Service (2480 per 100,000
population), and 130,279 people were registered,
of which 72,278 were registered for >5 years. The
annual mortality after diagnosis was about 22%. Help
was provided to 80% of patients, 60% of patients
received radical medical care, 10% of patients
Drug Invention Today | Vol 11 • Issue 3 • 2019
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continued treatment in 2018, 3% of patients refused
radical treatment, the radical treatment was prohibited
for 14% of patients, and symptomatic treatment was
performed for 13% of patients. 24% of patients had a
fatal outcome.
When the diagnosis was made, the incidence of the
first stage was among 28% of patients from the total
number of patients, the second - 25%, the third - 22%,
and the fourth - 15%. The main methods of treatment
were the following ones: Surgery - 65%, chemical
radiation and radiation therapy - 6%, complex
method - 27%, and drug therapy - 2%. Despite the
development of new technologies for the treatment of
tumor diseases, especially in chemotherapy, surgical
treatment remains the main treatment method.
The dynamics of all patient number per 100,000
population with newly diagnosed cancer and the
dynamics of registered patient number in St. Petersburg
almost do not differ from similar characteristics in RF.
The growth rate of patient number is constant in the
first approximation and makes 6 patients a year per
100,000 inhabitants. Despite the increase of patient
number by the oncological service of St. Petersburg, it
was possible to achieve success in certain areas of the
fight against cancer:
• From 1990 to 2017, the number of deaths among
the patients with a newly established diagnosis
decreased from 43% to 22%;
• The volume of radical care for the patients with the
first-time diagnosis has increased (the growth rate
made 40 patients per year with the growth rate of
6 patients per year among 100,000 inhabitants).
The task of various disease incidence reduction and
the mortality rate reduction from these diseases is far
from simple. The Russian health-care system, starting
from the middle of the 19th century, repeatedly solved
complex tasks. The tasks of child morbidity and
mortality reduction were solved; serious epidemic
diseases were practically eliminated. However,
over time, new tasks have emerged which require
urgent solutions. Mathematical modeling can help
to solve problems.[25-28] It is possible to forecast for
the near future about the possible number of patients
in the region on the basis of statistical data. The
mathematical model of incidence growth dynamics
among the inhabitants of a region will make it
possible to identify the determining factor on which
the incidence depends taking into account the main
factors influencing it.

increase of patient number within the majority of
neoplasms. The rate of patient number growth in most
diseases has remained virtually unchanged over the
past 40 years. In general, the oncological assistance
provided to the residents so far only holds back the
growth of mortality from neoplasms. The attempts to
stop the growth of patient number were unsuccessful,
despite the significant efforts made in this direction.
Apparently, the health-care system is not enough to
solve this kind of problem.
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